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Bank. The workshop was opened by
Mr. Miroslav Lajčák, Minister of Foreign and European Affairs of the Slovak Republic, and President of the
72nd session of the UN General Assembly. The variety of speakers provided a unique opportunity to gather
an important insight into the new approach to preventing conflict.

Opening remarks by Mr. Miroslav Lajčák

Is SSR support appro-

O

n 5-6 June, Slovakia hosted a
priately adapted to
‘High-Level Conference on the
meet the needs of
Role of Security Sector Reform in
peacekeeping and staSustaining Peace: Challenges and
bilisation contexts?
Opportunities’ in Bratislava, with the
support of the Geneva Centre for the
Democratic Control of Armed Forces
The opening high-level panel on the
(DCAF).
role of SSR in sustaining peace examThe conference focused on the ined the implications of the new sus‘Sustaining Peace’ agenda which has taining peace agenda for multilateral
emerged as a new approach to pre- organisations. Moderated by Ambasventing the outbreak, continuation and sador Thomas Guerber of DCAF, the
recurrence of conflict and which re- panel included Ambassador Jerry
quires collective efforts across the Mathews Matjila, Permanent Repreentire peace continuum.
sentative of South Africa to the UN in
New York, Ambassador Fodé Seck,
The workshop gathered over 100 parPermanent Representative of Senegal
ticipants and representatives of multito the UN in New York, Ambassador
lateral organisations, including the
Lamberto Zannier, OSCE Secretary
United Nations (UN), the European
General, Ambassador Thomas GreUnion, the Organisation for Security
minger, Deputy Director General,
and Cooperation in Europe, the OrSwiss Agency for Development and
ganisation for Economic Co-operation
Cooperation. Mr. Alexander Zouev,
and Development, and the World
the newly-appointed DPKO Assistant
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Secretary-General for Rule of Law and
Security Institutions also took part in
the panel, as his first official assignment.
The high-level panel was followed by
three thematic sessions. The Chief of
the UN SSR Unit Mr. Adedeji Ebo participated in the first one, which focused on SSR and peacekeeping/
stabilisation. The panellists reflected
on whether multilateral organisations’
SSR support was appropriately
adapted to meet the needs of peacekeeping and stabilisation contexts. It
was highlighted that given that multilateral organisations are often en-

Photo courtesy Ms . Lucia Hlopkova
ASG Zouev and Minister Lajčák

gaged in the same contexts side-by
side, there was a lack of clarity in
terms of their respective roles. There
is therefore a need for more predictability with regard to the type of support
that each organisation will cover.
In the subsequent session on SSR
Continued on page 3
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Chief SSR Unit, Mr. Adedeji Ebo delivering keynote address

O

n 11 and 12 May 2017 in
New York, the co-chairs of
the United Nations Group
of Friends of SSR, the Permanent Representative of South Africa, H.E. Ambassador Jerry Matjila and
the Permanent Representative of the
Slovak Republic, H.E. Ambassador
František Ružička, convened a ‘Highlevel dialogue on global experiences
in security sector reform (SSR): Implications for the UN SSR agenda and
the implementation of S/RES/2151.
The dialogue was organised with the
support of the UN SSR Unit and H.E.
Ambassador Tete Antonio, Permanent
Observer of the African Union to the
United Nations.

European Union, the African Union,
the World Bank, academic institutions
and civil society, particularly the African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of Disputes (ACCORD), also
attended the event.

The two-day event brought together
representatives from 30 Member
States (Permanent and/or Deputy Permanent Representatives of Columbia,
France, Germany, Ireland, Kenya,
Liberia, Morocco, Sweden, Tanzania,
Timor-Leste and Viet-Nam), including
H.E. Ambassador Musud Bin Momen,
Permanent Representative of Bangladesh, in his capacity of Vice-President
of the UN General Assembly. Senior
officials from the UN Secretariat,
Funds, Programs and Agencies, the

Set against the backdrop of the ongoing reform process of the UN peace
and security architecture, the Highlevel dialogue provided a unique platform for discussions on the UN support to national SSR processes, along
the strategic and normative guidance
outlined in S/RES/2151 (2014), as the
dedicated UN Resolution on SSR. The
dialogue was predicated on the Secretary-General’s strategic vision for a
renewed emphasis of the UN system
on conflict prevention and peace sus-

“The challenge is to further

refine the United Nations
support to SSR so that it may
have a stronger impact on
peace at the national, regional and international levels”
H.E. Ambassador Musud Bin Momen
PR for the People’s Republic of Bangladesh to the
United Nations

tainment. The dialogue was structured
in two parts.
On the first day (11 May) at the UN
Headquarters, participants discussed
the nexus between SSR, conflict prevention and peace sustainment. Participants emphasized the importance
of linking SSR proactively with this
agenda. As stated by H.E Ambassador Musud Bin Momen, “...the Secretary-General’s emphasis on conflict
prevention and on the importance of
accountable and effective security
institutions is another welcome development. The General Assembly must
bring this issue to the forefront of its
agenda and contribute to the effectiveness and the efficiency of the United
Nations’ efforts in this regard. The
challenge now is to further refine the
United Nations support to SSR so that
it may have a stronger impact on
peace at the national, regional and
international levels.”
In a well-attended session on international experiences in SSR, the Permanent Representatives of Columbia, ,
Ireland and Timor Leste provided
compelling accounts of how the reform
of security institutions was at the heart
of the peace pro- Continued on page 3
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and sustainable development, it was
noted that SSR should be considered
an accelerator for advancing the 2030
agenda as it can address bottlenecks
which are necessary to meet the sustainable development goals (SDGs).
The usage of SSR as a tool for implementing the SDGs however faces a
number of challenges. These include
the reality that the work of political,
security and development actors in the
area of SSR often remain siloed thus
limiting opportunities for developing
the coherent long-term approaches to
support called for in the SDGs. Last
but not least, the conference put for-
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cesses in their respective countries. A
panel discussion on SSR in the peacemaking spectrum took stock of lessons learnt and recommendations
emerging from 10 years experience of
UN support to national SSR initiatives.
All Member State representatives emphasised the critical importance of national ownership of SSR, underpinned
by home-grown processes and inclusive national dialogues, through all
phases of the peace continuum. Participants recognised the need to enhance coordination and coherence of
SSR support at the national, regional
and international level. They therefore
called for enhanced partnerships between Member States and the UN,
regional organisations, international
financial institutions, the private sector
and civil society in supporting national
efforts to build effective, responsive,
accountable and sustainable security
institutions.
On the second day (12 May), the Permanent Representative of Senegal,
H.E. Ambassador Fodé Seck and the
Permanent Representative of South
Africa, H.E. Ambassador Jerry Matjila,

,B

! (con8nued from page 1)

ward the linkages between SSR and
prevention. It was recognised that
poor governance of the security sector
and its role in committing, or failing to
protect the population from, human
rights abuses play a role was triggering or prolonging conflicts. There were
calls for further reflection on how to
build the resilience of the security sector and on how to enhance inclusivity
in the governance of security sector.
One of the main messages that came
out of the conference was the understanding of SSR as an accelerator for
the Agenda 2030 and the need to pri-
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oritize SSR as a key component of the
SDGs. To this end, a number of recommendations were identified, including the need to strengthen partnerships among multilateral organisations
in support of enhanced predictability
on the ground. It was also recognised
that for SSR support to contribute to
the broader objective of peace sustainment, SSR needed to be perceived
as an integral component of broader
institution building efforts. An outcome
document is currently being prepared
by Slovakia and will serve as input to
relevant discussions of the 72nd session of the General Assembly.

, (con8nued from page 2)

co-chaired a seminar on ‘Conflict Prevention and Peace Sustainment on the
African Continent’ at the Africa House.
In a session on the implementation of
the African Union Continental Policy in
SSR (2011) and the role of the Regional Economic Communities, the
Permanent Representatives of Liberia
and Tanzania shared SSR experiences and challenges in their sub-regions,
respectively the Economic Community
of West African States and the Southern Africa Development Community.
In his presentation on future conflicts
in Africa, the Executive Director of ACCORD, emphasized the critical importance of SSR, particularly police
reform, enabling African States to
manage emerging conflicts in urban
settings. Finally, in a session on the
sustainable financing of security institutions, the Deputy Permanent Representatives of Germany and Sweden
highlighted the need for long-term financial support to SSR by development partners. UNDP highlighted the
link between SSR and the implementation of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG), particularly SDG 16. The

World Bank representatives presented
the Public Expenditure Review of the
security sector as a cutting-edge tool
for helping countries to build affordable and sustainable security institutions.
The key observations and recommendations from the High-level Dialogue,
captured in an Outcome Document,
was adopted by the co-chairs of the
Group of Friends of SSR. Recognising
that SSR is a central element in preventive approaches to sustaining
peace, the co-chairs requested the
Secretary-General to develop a Plan
of Action for the Implementation of S/
RES/2151 at the national, regional and
international levels and to encourage
Member States to implement the Plan
of Action including through National
Action Plans as appropriate. In this
regard, the co-chairs further requested
the Secretary-General to provide the
UN SSR Unit and SSR capacities in
peace operations with the requisite
capacity to support Member States
with the necessary tools and technical
advice.
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n 8 June, the Security Sector Reform Unit of the Office
of Rule of Law and Security
Institutions and the Mali Integrated Operational Team (IOT) of
the Office of Operations, within the
United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations, convened an expert-level discussion on security sector
reform (SSR) in Mali. The timely event
was held in advance of the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission (MINUSMA) mandate renewal on 30 June .
The event, moderated by Mr. Adedeji
Ebo, Chief of SSR Unit and Mr. Samuel Gahigi, Head Mali IOT, aimed to (i)
take stock of achievements and progress in the area of SSR; (ii) provide
an overview of current SSR international efforts to identify gaps and improve international coordination; (iii)
maintain international attention on Mali
and inform Security Council discussions towards the renewal of MINUSMA mandate; and (iv) lay the basis for resource mobilization on SSR in
Mali.
H.E. Ambassador Mr. Issa Konfourou,
Permanent Representative of the Republic of Mali to the United Nations,
noted that SSR was crucial to the
peace process and stressed the importance of national ownership as a
sine qua non for the success of SSR.
H.E. Ambassador Ms. Joanne Adamson, Deputy Head of the Delegation of the European Union to the United Nations, also emphasized the need
for coordination of efforts. Ms. Mbaranga Gasarabwe, Deputy Special
Representative of the SecretaryGeneral, Resident Coordinator and
Humanitarian Coordinator for Mali,
focused her intervention on the nexus
between security and development
initiatives.

[Photo courtesy Jerome Mellon]

Opening session of Mali Expert-Level Event
status of implementation of the security and defence provisions of the
Peace agreement. In addition, participants identified gaps in SSR support
and highlighted key principles to guide
SSR in Mali and international support;

“SSR is crucial to the peace process
and national ownership as a sine qua
non condition for the success of
SSR”
H.E. Ambassador Mr. Issa Konfourou, Permanent
Representative of the Republic of Mali to the United
Nations

among them: (1) the political nature of
SSR, (2) the need to take into account
the nexus between security and development,(3) the crucial need for inclusiveness and national ownership of
the SSR process, based on a common
Malian national security vision of the
future security sector, (4) political will
for and commitment to the reform as
Participants, representing permanent well as trust among all stakeholders
missions and delegations to the United are essential, (5) the imperative to
Nations, MINUSMA and the United
take a holistic and integrated approach
Nations Headquarters, discussed the

towards the implementation of the
peace agreement by synchronizing the
political, economy, justice and reconciliation and defence and security pillars of the agreement, (6) the importance of harnessing regional and
sub-regional actors and mechanisms
to ensure the sustainability of governance and security sector reforms in
Mali and (7) effective coordination of
international SSR efforts, led by the
United Nations, as well as a common
understanding of SSR are crucial to a
successful SSR process in Mali.
While there is political will from the
Malians and strong interest from the
international community to support the
SSR process, it is crucial to keep the
momentum. In this regard, it was proposed that a high-level meeting on
SSR in Mali take place in October in
Mali, building on the expert-level discussion and aiming at adopting a Malian-owned partnership framework or
compact of mutual accountability on
SSR, highlighting the roles and expected contributions of Mali and its
partners.
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[Photo courtesy Tonderai Chikuhwa]
Keynote address by Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Sexual Violence in Conflict Ms Pramilla Patten

The annual Inter-Agency Senior SSR
Practitioners workshop took place
from 21-24 June at the Greentree Estate in Manhasset, New York. The
event brought together SSR chiefs
and senior advisers from peacekeeping operations, special political missions, non-mission settings and representatives from the fourteen members
of the Inter-Agency SSR Task Force
(IASSRTF), the Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS),
the World Bank and the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of the
Armed Forces (DCAF). As this was
the first time the annual workshop was
held since the appointment of United
Nations Secretary-General Antonio
Gutiérrez, a significant part of the
workshop was devoted to assessing
the future for UN SSR support in the
context of the UN agenda on preventive diplomacy and peace sustainment.
The first session, built on the two highlevel events on conflict prevention and
sustaining peace held under the umbrella of the Group of Friends in New
York and Bratislava, addressed how

the sustaining peace agenda affected issues in SSR, including the rapid rise
the dynamics in current peacekeeping of violent extremist groups and transmissions and stabilization contexts. national organized crime.
SSR Chiefs, including in Somalia, MaThe IASSRTF then held an interactive
discussion on the implementation of
UN Security Council resolution 2151.
This included brief interventions ad““...as a UN leader I will champidressing the importance of internationon the cause to which you are all
al coordination mechanisms to support
committed, of supporting national
national SSR processes; the need for
authorities to build professional,
consistent funding of SSR; the ability
responsive and gender inclusive
of the Task Force to jointly deliver
security institutions .”
SSR assistance to the field, including
Ms. Pramila Patten, Under-Secretary-General
Special Representative on Sexual Violence Conflict
by discussing a case study of a police
reform project in Myanmar; and the
threat of transnational organized crime
and violent extremism. Further to a
li, Liberia, and the Democratic Repubbrainstorming session, participants
lic of Congo (DRC), stressed the nepresented indicative activities for the
cessity to adequately plan for SSR in
Task Force to better focus on: (i) retransition contexts to sustain the reporting and assessments, including by
sults achieved in peacekeeping misdeveloping a broad-based methodolosions. Similarly, SSR in non-mission
gy; (ii) coordinating international SSR
settings, such as in Burkina Faso, also
assistance through relevant mechaprovided various opportunities and
nisms; (iii) ensuring adequate and
challenges for SSR in these contexts
consistent funding for SSR delivery;
was presented. Other current nonand (iv) strengthening country-focus of
mission setting opportunities remain
SSR assistance, including beyond
for Guinea and the Gambia. Further
African contexts.
discussion also addressed emerging
Continued on page 6
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included PBSO and UN WOMEN.
The next focus area was the integration of ex-combatants. DCAF presented a literature review on SSR and integration, which will be the basis for a
comprehensive guidance note. SSR
Chiefs shared their field perspectives
and particular attention was given to
the challenges of the Yemen context,
where continuous violence, sectarian
divisions and the unprecedented dissemination of small arms limits the
ability of the UN to address security
sector deficits effectively .

The workshop concluded with a regional focus. ECOWAS and UNOWAS
representatives elaborated on regional
Photo courtesy Orisi Rabukawaqa
solutions to SSR challenges, including
the recent crisis (and peaceful soluWorking group on coordination mechanisms
tion) in The Gambia, the growing number of countries where ECOWAS
The second day addressed other are- tions against their own citizens 5” plays a leading role in supporting naas of UN SSR assistance, such as urging the SSR practitioners that their tional SSR processes and ECOWAS
violence against women, financing of work in addressing conflict-related growing role in peace sustainment.
the security sector, where the newly sexual violence in security sector redeveloped Public Expenditure Review form was central to the charter man- As the Secretariat of the IASSRTF,
the SSR Unit issued a comprehensive
Sourcebook was presented by the date of the organisation .
report capturing the main takeaways
World Bank, integration of exSRSG Patten’s keynote address was of the workshop, linking SSR to the
combatants and the role of regional
followed by a presentation and panel wider sustainable development and
organisations.
discussion on women protection that peace sustainment agenda.
The day started with a keynote address by the Special Representative of
the Secretary-General for Sexual Violence in Conflict Ms Pramilla Patten,
who focused on the necessity to engage on this topic through SSR assistance. SRSG Patten stressed that “5
sexual violence is being used as a
weapon of war and tactic of terrorism5 and viewed as a legitimate
threat to maintenance of international
peace and security, which requires an
operational security and justice response, combined with comprehensive services for survivors and 5
undermines the very possibility of reconciliation and peace.” Furthermore
added that “5the national security
actors – those very institutions who
Photo courtesy Orisi Rabukawaqa
bear the primary responsibility to protect their populations – are often
Working group on coordination mechanisms
among the worst perpetrators of viola-
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n Somalia the Rule of Law and Security Institutions group (ROLSIG)
and the UNSOM led “S6” Secretariat
provided strategic advice and technical support to the Federal Government of Somalia (FGS) and Federal
Member States (FMS) agreement on
the 16 April National Security Architecture (NSArch) and the Security Pact,
agreed in London on 11 May between
Somalia and its international partners.
The Pact provides the parameters for
building viable Somali Security Institutions and more effective implementation of Security Sector Reform (SSR).
The NSArch agreement, intimately
supported by ROLSIG, is a testament
of the significant progress achieved by
all partners, considering the unique
clan dynamics of Somalia. This dynamic makes SSR/ Security Sector
Governance in Somalia of the highest
political sensitivity. The FGS and FMS
have agreed on the clear delineation
of security responsibilities between the
federal government and the regions.
Furthermore, the NSArch agreement
provides the long-awaited Somaliowned institutional framework around
which a more coherent international
support will be coordinated and therefore sustainable.

http://www.irinnews.org/analysis/2013/05/13/somali-security-sector-reform

UNSOM ROLSIG leads the Security
Pact discussions in the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Internal Security and
Ministry of Justice, with the SSR Section focusing much of its activities on
the five cross-cutting themes of these

“UNSOM SSR Section adopts
a fully integrated approach
with UNDP”

the respective UN entities can be
maximised in support of Federal and
State security structure providing a
one UN approach. The UNDP element is now currently scoping capacity
building options in support of Somalia’s institutional structures, while the
Secretariat element (ROLSIG) focuses
on the pressing and sensitive issues
of Integration and maritime to support
the NSArch agreement and improve
coordination of the maritime structures
within the country.
Additionally, the DSR section has
been actively involved in integration,
with the Senior Military Advisor meeting with President Gaas of Puntland to
discuss incorporation of 3,000 Puntland forces into the Somali National
Army.

strands of: Finance; Integration, with
strong links to DDR Section; Civilian
Oversight, including work on Constitutional and Parliamentary issues, support to National and State Security
offices; Weapons and Ammunition Finally, Finance and WAM continue
The Security Pact between the Gov- Management (WAM); and Maritime with their long standing engagements
with an expected increase in activities
ernment and the International Com- Security.
over the coming months. The section
munity signed in May, will be adminisIn addition, the SSR Section has reis supporting the Somali-led Operatered through the five strands of the
cently adopted a fully integrated aptional Readiness Assessment formerly
Comprehensive Approach to Security
proach with UNDP, with UNDP mirrorknown as the ‘Rapid Verification’, be(CAS), with ROLSIG engaging particuing the structures established in the
ing ‘piloted’ in the 60 Division area
larly in Strand 2, “Accelerating the deROLSIG Rule of Law Sections of Po(Bay, Bakool, Gedo) and commencing
velopment of Somali security institulice and Joint Justice & Corrections.
their coordination meetings in August.
tions”, to promote the SSR agenda in
This innovative approach will ensure
the FGS and FMS.
that the comparative advantages of
UNSOM ROLSIG continues its detailed technical level support to the
Somali National Security Council, the
Federal line ministries and institutions
at the regional states level.
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ecurity Sector Reform professionals will be familiar with SSR processes in
peacekeeping and special poliGcal missions, but may not be aware of SSR in non
-mission seKngs. Guinea is such a mission
that is a DPA/PBSO-supported process
and came aLer decades of successive authoritarian regimes. The SSR process began in early 2010, following a request
from the transiGonal authoriGes, and was
iniGated by General Lamine Cisse of Senegal.
The ﬁrst important step of this process
was the triparGte (ECOWAS – AU – UN)
Joint Assessment Mission (JAM) to analyse and make recommendaGons regarding the country’s security sector. This was
a three-month extensive exercise involving interacGon with poliGcal authoriGes,
community leaders, Civil Society OrganisaGons, the populaGon at large as well as
the security sector leaders. The JAM made
162 recommendaGons, the implementaGon of which became the basis of the
reform.
To facilitate and ensure proper implementaGon of those recommendaGons the
Government created several temporary
organisaGons, including the Comité Naonal de Pilotage, a Commission d’Orienta on Stratégique, a Comité Technique
Sectoriel for every relevant Department
and ﬁnally a Commission Technique de
Suivi. The la2er was formed to link all
those elements and ensure compliance
with the agreed Gmeline.
To translate the JAM recommendaGons
into concrete and achievable acGviGes,
the Government agreed on a Stratégie
Na onale d’Ac ons Prioritaires. It contained 227 acGons and group of acGviGes
that would achieve one or more of the
recommendaGons.
This was a planned and structured ap-

Senior SSR Advisor to the President cochairing coordina8on mee8ng.
[Photo courtesy Claude Vadeboncoeur]

proach. The structured aspect was twofold and showed local ownership and intent: 1) the several temporary organisaGons and oﬃces created and integrated
into exisGng insGtuGons and oﬃces
throughout government for the SSR process, 2) the deﬁniGon of clear goals (162
recommendaGons), and SMART acGons
and group of acGviGes to implement them
fully. The process, however, remained
ﬂexible enough to allow for adjustments
and changing prioriGes.
Consequently, the process became clear,
easy to manage, monitor and evaluate,
and more importantly to budget. BudgeGng is forever the crux of any such enterprise. With a well structured, well-deﬁned
in scope and Gme reform process, budgeGng and the ﬁnancing of such by the
government and internaGonal partners
becomes transparent and measurable for
all stakeholders. Moreover, if Governments are also able to allocate naGonal
resources to the process, it speaks volumes of not just the poliGcal will but naGonal ownership. It also helped the advocacy work of the Senior SSR Adviser to the
President when meeGng with UN, EU,
bilateral and other partners. My responsibility as Senior SSR Advisor to the President was all encompassing. Firstly, my
oﬃce was beside the Chief of Staﬀ’s, at
the PresidenGal Palace, enabling prompt
communicaGon. Secondly, most of my
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work was not always with the President
(we had regular meeGngs), but more
oLen with the diﬀerent Ministers directly
or indirectly involved with the SSR process. Thirdly, I remained in constant contact with all partners such as the UN, EU
or other bilateral partners.
Working at a strategic level meant that I
was not involved in the basics of technical
speciﬁcs but in ensuring that the process
moved along seamlessly, the long-term
vision upheld and ﬁnances made available. This translated in coordinaGng stakeholders’ eﬀorts within the established
framework: educaGng poliGcal authoriGes
(at all levels); educaGng partners on the
realiGes in the ﬁeld and about the process
itself; and ﬁnally advocaGng for the conGnuous support of the process, seeking
fresh support and new partners.
Two key lessons
• Any SSR process needs the full support and commitment of the government, starGng with the Head of State.
Fortunately, the President made the
SSR process a naGonal priority. This
remains a deﬁnite prerequisite for
the viability of SSR in Guinea.
• Throughout all these tasks a recurrent theme was the management of
everybody’s expectaGons. Any reform
process needs Gme to take hold and
fruiGon takes a while. Changing structures, modifying laws, rules or procedures is the easy part; changing a
culture remains the real challenge.
Lastly, we could not have achieved the
successes that we did without the outstanding work of the SSR team in Guinea,
my deepest thanks to internaGonal expert, Mahamane Ousmane Amadou and
naGonal SSR expert, Konsa Camara.

Claude Vadeboncoeur, SSR Senior Advisor to the
Guinean President [October 2015 to April 2017]

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE FIELD
•
•
•

The PBF Strategic SSR Support programme in The Gambia was signed by the Government on 11 May
Mali Conseil NaGonal pour la Reforme du Secteur de la Securite (CNRSS) launched on 11 May
Joint MINUSCA-EU DelegaGon-EUTM SSR and Rule of Law Joint Plan signed on 17 July by MINUSCA SRSG, Head of EUDEL and
EUTM RCA Commander

CONTACT US
E789: A;;<=>>—ssr@un.org
W=A>9B=>
https://unssr.unlb.org/
http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/issues/security.shtml
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